A laboratory model of testing shunt performance after implantation.
Constant rate infusion tests are used clinically to test shunt function in vivo in hydrocephalic patients. The criteria for appropriate shunt function have never been validated in the laboratory. Nine of the most commonly used types of hydrocephalus valves construction were selected and tested in a model of the CSF circulation incorporating increased resistance to CSF outflow [24 mmHg/(ml/min)] and decreased hydrodynamic compliance (<2 ml/mmHg), that are typical conditions in hydrocephalus. The aim was to document the pressure response to constant rate infusion of a model of CSF circulation with different valves and to define which measures are useful in shunt testing in vivo. The pressure-course of simulated CSF pressure was established and proved to be equivalent to clinical results. The baseline CSF pressure failed to correlate with shunt operating pressure for medium pressure valves (R = 0.14, p > 0.05). End-equilibrium pressure recorded during infusion correlated strongly with the opening pressure (R = 0.94, p = 0.0001) and the shunt's resistance (R = 0.86, p = 0.0026). The infusion test is able to assess shunt function. End-equilibrium pressure recorded during the test has been confirmed to correlate with the shunt's performance.